2021-04-15 Order Tool 1.16.20 - Email Enhancements

Release date
April 15, 2021 at 2:15 pm EST

Key features
An audit was conducted to perform updates to the content and quality of email receipts as well as improve reliability.

Details
Details about these enhancements are included below:

- Email receipts related to content requests were updated. These updates include the email subject, content, and design so that users can easily understand the changes that were made to their content requests.
- Email receipts related to orders were updated. These updates include a description of the changes that were made to the order as well as an order summary that clearly distinguishes catalog items from content requests.
- Email receipts across the entire application were tested to confirm that emails are being sent every time there is an action related to orders, content requests, and student choices. Enhancements were made where necessary to improve the reliability of email receipts.

Known issues
None.